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Testimonial

Find-me Watch
JOHN’S STORY

My husband John has recently been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s. Like many of those diagnosed with Alzheimer’s or 
dementia one of the first things you lose is your independence. I wanted John to maintain a level of independence 
whilst still ensuring his safety. John had been a very successful businessman in the past and his independence is very 
important to him. I didn’t want him to lose his quality of life by not being able to do the simple things, like walking 
from our home to his community support group by himself - the basic things, the things we all take for granted.

The Find-me Watch has given John this level of independence and also allowed me to feel confident that help is there 
if and when he needs assistance.

With the Find-me Watch John is now able to walk across the park to the Support Centre on his own and I 
have peace of mind knowing he is safe when I am not with him.

The support team at Tunstall Healthcare have been very understanding and prompt when the alarm has been 
activated intentionally or by accident. Even when we were in Melbourne visiting family they were very helpful asking 
us to confirm our residing address and they were able to pinpoint exactly where John was.

The Find-me Watch performs as it was designed to, increasing a level of independence and safety and I have 
trust in the Find-me team that future development will be designed with features that continue to meet 
our needs.

Features that assist John:

Christine - Johns wife
* Stockfile Image has been used to protect privacy.

GEO-FENCE
safe zones

24/7 MONITORING
monitored 24/7 by 

trained staff

MOBILE PHONE
any 3G network

GPS LOCATOR
with history

SPEED ALERT
can be custom set

WEB INTERFACE
locate wearer easily 
and change features
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